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About This Game

Experience the American Frontier as you traverse through unique landscapes, surviving unforgiving deserts and malevolent
enemies along the way. In addition to quests laden with exciting new lore, the game features base building, crafting, and random

events and loot. Play alone or co-op style with friends as you explore the precarious world of Sunset Rangers.

About

Sunset Rangers takes the excitement and perils of the Wild West and turns them into an open world sandbox game meant to be
explored and conquered. Choose between multiple classes and build a custom character, which you can use to complete quests,

collect and craft materials, and build bases.

The expansive game allows you to explore a vast open world full of arid deserts, elaborate canyons, and lawless towns. Sunset
Rangers immerses you in the rugged Wild West as you’re forced to survive against the elements, arming yourself with a wide

array of unique guns, each with special abilities.

You play solo or build a server and team up with friends as you brave this untamed world, but be careful, not everyone can be
trusted, and actions such as killing come with consequences.

Key Features

Build your own character and choose from different classes such as blacksmith, civilian, or soldier
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Randomly generated maps with unique biomes including deserts, canyons, and grasslands

Base building and crafting

Many unique guns with special abilities

Fully immersive world with questlines, survival elements, random events, and consequences for killing

Create your own server and play with friends
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Title: Sunset Rangers
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
www.fishermangamedev.com
Publisher:
www.fishermangamedev.com
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows Vista

Processor: 3.0+ GHz (quad core recommended);

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7800 series or nVidia GeForce GTX 500 series (DOES NOT SUPPORT INTEL HD
GRAPHICS)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Turkish,French,Hungarian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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game simple dont live up to stability as a MP game.
and to stay in refund steam policy, im out faster then lightning. Do not buy! Game is no where close to finished. I could be a fun
game. But nothing like forest, rust or normal survivial games where you can handle say.. an axe. An then just run to a tree and
chop it. This game you can only cut trees it allows to cut the trees is says you can. Same with shovel. The games graphics arent
that bad. But the crafting and inventory system looks like something out of a game from the late 90's. There are 4 servers online.
Started game in the dark. Walked 10 feet and got bit by snake.. started shaking horribly with red blood shading the screen.
Attempted to run towards a house and was imediatly shot and killed by a bot that strafes back and for at unrealistic speeds. 1st
and only time i refunded a game.. Good Potential... But, unfinished. Needs more work.. extremely buggy & laggy; not worth any
money. I walked to first town and then one of the NPCs decided to block a door trapping me inside of a building. I had to punch
him to get him to move. the entire town turned on me and labeled me a bandit and killed me. This title carried over after I
respawned.
Ok.
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